
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The River Wandle: Did You Know…? 

Unusual facts about the river and its surroundings. 
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The name of the river comes from Anglo Saxon or “Old English.” 

The Wandle is thought to take its name from the Saxon term “Wendlesworth” or Wendle’s settlement.     

However the river has been known by various names over the centuries. The first recorded mention was in  

a charter from 693AD, referring to the “hlida burnan” meaning “loud one” or “fast flowing stream.” 

In 1470 the monks of Westminster Abbey, which owned much of Merton and Morden during Medieval times,          

referred to the river as the “Lutbourne.” However by 1586 records were also describing it as “Vandalis,”  

“Wandal” or “Wendell,” a name derived from what we now know as Wandsworth. 



For its size, the Wandle was once one of the most heavily worked rivers in the world. 

Over the centuries many different industries harnessed the power of the river and at least 90 watermills 

were built at regular intervals along its banks. Their giant waterwheels, turned by the flowing water,       

powered systems of gears and levers, driving machinery used in the manufacture of diverse goods.       

This included milling corn into flour, grinding tobacco leaves to make snuff, copper processing, paper     

production and pounding skins to create high quality leather.  
 

 

This picture shows the Snuff mills at Morden Hall, c.1951 



At least four steam ships have been named after the river.  

The majority were built for the Wandsworth, Wimbledon and Epsom Gas Company, which had a major Works 

on Western Road, Mitcham, founded in 1849. Most of these vessels were shallow-hulled boats used for  

transporting coal. The first S S Wandle was built in 1909 and survived an encounter with a German U-boat in 

1916; the second vessel was launched in 1922 and eventually sold to Stephenson Clarke and Associates, one 

of the oldest shipping firms in the UK. Built in the Firth of Fife in 1932, the third S S Wandle ( pictured ),      

carried coal from North East England to the Wandsworth gas works. A special hinged funnel, telescopic mast 

and folding wheelhouse allowed the ship to pass under low bridges on the River Thames. In World War II the 

ship transported fuel as part of regular convoys. Between 1940 and 1942, she survived airborne attacks, an 

onboard fire and torpedo assault. The crew managed to fire on and damage both the German planes and an 

E-boat, action that was rewarded with an OBE for the ship’s captain and an MBE for the first mate. 



Wandle leather has played an important part in British history. 

In 1905 Merton Mill off Wandle Bank, Colliers Wood, was taken over by the Connolly brothers, suppliers of 

high quality leathers. By 1919 they had also acquired the nearby mill belonging to James Paxton & Son. 

Connolly Bros. developed an international reputation for the treatment of leather and their Merton works held   

processing and cutting rooms, storage and offices. The firm famously supplied leather for car manufactures 

including Rolls Royce, Bentley, Ferrari, Aston Martin and Jaguar. Connolly’s also produced leather for the 

QE2, the British Museum and the Houses of Parliament, where their fine green and red coloured leathers 

were used for the seating in the House of Commons and House of Lords.  

J.S. Deed’s Eagle Leather Works in Mitcham also produced fine leathers, including material for the military. 

In 1943 the firm produced the leather for a scabbard to house a ceremonial sword, awarded to the people of 

Stalingrad, Russia, by Winston Churchill. This recognised their heroism in retaining control of the city         

following a five month siege by Nazi forces. 



The Wandle was a source of artistic inspiration for one of our foremost designers. 

In 1881 the eminent Victorian artist, writer and designer, William Morris, was looking for new business      

premises. Having toured many areas, he settled on Merton Abbey, just south of Merton High Street. 

This held a series of old timbered buildings which Morris repaired and adapted to create an Art & Craft works. 

With his business partner, the Pre-Raphaelite artist, Edward Burne-Jones, he founded Morris & Co. The firm 

developed a reputation for hand-crafted furnishings. The Merton premises were used for the design and     

manufacture of stained glass, hand-knotted carpets and tapestries. Workers also mixed dyes and created a 

range of block-printed fabric. The example ( top right ) is Wandle Chintz, said to have been inspired by the 

plants and natural forms which Morris could see from his office window at Merton. 

The Wandle was vital to the success of Morris & Co - not least as the pure river water was ideally suited for 

mixing dyes and rinsing fabrics during the production of high quality printed textiles. 



The Wandle Valley was once home to woolly mammoth… 

14,000 years ago the rich soil and ready water supply of the Valley made it an ideal grazing area for a wide 

variety of animals. This included the woolly mammoth, a giant hairy ancestor of the modern elephant.   

Mammoth bones and teeth have been found alongside other fossil remains in the gravel-beds bordering 

the River Wandle. A plentiful supply of game would have attracted Stone Age hunters to this area and tools   

including stone hand-axes and flint scrapers ( for skinning animal hides ) have been found in Mitcham.  

These early hunter-gatherers were nomadic people, who roamed the countryside and built temporary 

wooden shelters, using the materials around them. 
 

Picture: Woolly mammoth and an excavated mammoth tooth, worn from grinding vegetation. 



The River Wandle encouraged people to settle in Merton. 

Stane Street, the Roman road linking London and Chichester, passed through Morden and Colliers Wood   

before passing through Tooting, Clapham and on to London Bridge. It forded the Wandle near Phipps Bridge 

and it is likely that good transport links and the water supply itself would have prompted settlement along the 

route - certainly mansios or trading posts were common on roads of this significance.  

Proximity to the river and a supply for water for washing, supporting crops and livestock, is also likely to have 

influenced later Anglo-Saxon communities to settle in the Mitcham area. Since Victorian times, collectors 

have been finding burial goods locally and during the 1980s Museum of London archaeologists excavated a 

major Anglo-Saxon burial ground off Morden Road, opposite Mitcham (tram) station. The settlement itself has 

yet to be found but is likely to have been located between Cricket Green and Fair Green. 
 

 

Pictures: Recreated Saxon village ( left ) and a burial from the Anglo-Saxon cemetery, Mitcham ( right ) 



The Wandle has traditionally been famous for its trout. 

The Wandle was once described as the best trout fishing river in the country and the fast-flowing nature of 

the water is particularly favoured by brown trout. During the 17th and 18th centuries, many famous angling 

enthusiasts are said to have fished the river including British diplomat and volcanologist,  

Sir William Hamilton, naval  hero Lord Nelson and Izaak Walton, author of “The Compleat Angler,”         

published in 1653. 

By the 1970s industrial pollution had turned the Wandle into an “open sewer” with a catastrophic impact on 

fish stocks. In recent years improved river management, legislative powers and regular clean-ups have    

reversed much of the damage, benefiting wildlife and the visiting public. Since 2002, local schoolchildren 

have also been helping to care for young trout or “fry” as part of the “Trout in the Classroom” project       

supported by naturalist, David Bellamy and the Jet Set Club environmental group. This has led to hundreds 

of fish being successfully reintroduced to the river over the past decade. 

Pictures: 

Brown trout ( left ) 

and 

author Izaak Walton 

( right ) 



The Wandle has brought solace to refugee communities. 

During the 17th century French Protestants or “Huguenots” faced major persecution, following the           

cancellation of the Treaty of Nantes which guaranteed their religious freedom. Forced to flee, many sought 

refuge in England, settling in areas such as Merton and Wandsworth, where their skill as dyers and printers 

proved highly beneficial. In Mitcham and Colliers Wood, they found work as calico bleachers, using alkaline 

mixtures containing woodash and potassium hydroxide to soak lengths of fabric. These were then laid out in 

the fields near the Wandle to whiten in the sun, occasionally moistened by river water taken from specially 

dug trenches. The Huguenots also brought new technology and knowledge of silk and calico printing - a  

process which also required the pure waters of the Wandle. The resulting fabrics were highly prized and   

secured the fortunes of men such as Peter Mauvillain, whose print works at Merton and Wandsworth       

employed over 1000 workers. 
 

Picture: Huguenot refugees fleeing persecution in France, 18th century. 



The Wandle is a haven for our feathered friends… 

Regular river clean-ups, sympathetic planting, improved fish stocks and efforts to safeguard varied habitat 

mean that the river and surrounding land now supports an amazing variety of birds. The examples shown here 

are (left to right) the grey heron, the kingfisher, the little egret and the grey wagtail. These birds are all good     

indicators of river quality, as they will only feed and nest near clean water with a good food supply including 

fish, insects, molluscs and amphibians such as frogs and newts. 

Other bird species found along the Wandle include varieties of duck ( Gadwall, Mallard, Teal, Shoveler and  

Pochard; ) Canada and Egyptian geese, Little and Great Crested Grebe, Water Rail, Moorhens and Coots. 

Smaller birds such as Robins, Wrens, Blue, Great and Long-tailed tits thrive in the woodland of waterside 

parks and gardens. There have also been sightings of Tawny and Little Owl. 



The River Wandle is now home to both common and endangered species of amphibian. 

Example shown here include the Common Frog ( centre, ) which spawns in pools and ditches along the river. 

(The speed of the Wandle current prevents the river itself from being a regular place for egg laying. ) 

The Smooth Newt ( left ) requires similar habitat and is said to have occupied the old sewage pools at the  

Wandle Meadow Nature Park. In recent years the endangered Great Crested Newt ( right ) was found in a 

pond at the Sutton Water Works, prior to redevelopment work. Many newts were rescued and released to a 

pond in the grounds of St. Philomena’s School, Carshalton, which is managed by the London Wildlife Trust. 

Newts are long-lived creatures, so if afforded greater protection, they can survive for up to 15 years. 

The health of the river is important to the survival of such amphibians which rely on a good food supply such 

as insect larvae, water-snails, worms and beetles. They also need shelter from predators such as waterfowl, 

heron and large fish, plus sheltered sites in which to lay their eggs. 



The most common mammal along the Wandle is now the Brown Rat ( right. ) 

These are attracted by the dense undergrowth, ready access to food ( whether supplied by the river or the 

people living near to it, ) and the range of potential nesting sites. Perhaps a more welcome sight along the 

river is the Water Vole (left ) - the two creatures are often mistaken but as the pictures show, the vole is 

smaller, with a shorter tail and snub, rather than pointed nose. Once common throughout the country, the 

vole has suffered greatly from the effects of pollution, loss of habitat and attacks by predators including rats  

and mink released from fur farms. In 2001 the London Water Vole Project sought to reintroduce this  

charming little creature to the Wandle. Before this could take place, the Trust needed to create suitable 

habitat and clear stretches of river from Mink, using floating tunnel traps. The first voles were released into 

the river in 2004, with the aim of creating colonies at Morden Hall Park, the Watermeads and Spencer 

Road Wetlands in Beddington. 



A riverside property was once home to a the most famous journalist in London. 

Between 1791 and 1821, Bank ( later Wandlebank ) House in Colliers Wood was home to James Perry. 

A Radical Scottish journalist, he was editor of the “Morning Chronicle,” the most popular London newspaper 

of the Georgian era. In addition to this fine house, set in its own parkland ( now Wandle Park, ) Perry also 

owned the neighbouring Merton Mill, a successful corn mill and at one time the chief supplier of flour to the 

Capital. Perry had many notable friends and visitors to his Merton home included the naval hero,  

Admiral Lord Nelson and his lover Lady Emma Hamilton. 



The Wandle brought solace to injured troops during the First World War. 

Gilliat Edward Hatfeild was the last squire of Morden and owner of the Morden Hall estate. Unmarried and 

childless, he vacated the Hall following the outbreak of war and moved to a more modest cottage nearby.  

He offered the Hall and grounds to support the war effort and in 1915, the house became an annexe of the 

London Hospital for the convalescence of wounded servicemen. Traumatised British and Colonial troops 

benefited from the peaceful surroundings and were able to take walks around the parkland, as well as punt 

rides on the river. This picture from c.1918 shows recuperating troops with some of the nursing staff. 



This riverside property witnessed triumph and tragedy. 

The son of a Dutch Jewish merchant, Abraham Goldsmid ( right ) established a brokerage firm with his   

brother in 1777. Highly successful, he secured responsibility for Government loans during the Napoleonic War 

and amassed a vast fortune, becoming one of the richest men in the country. His grand home, Morden Lodge, 

was built c.1806 and decorated by Crace and Sons, whose work included the Brighton Pavilion. The opening 

of the house was attended by King George III, the Prince Regent, 2 dukes, the playwright Sheridan and 300 

guests. The sudden death of Goldsmid’s business partner, Francis Baring, prompted a stock market panic. 

Fearing ruin, Abraham rowed himself out to an island at the heart of his estate and committed suicide - the 

scandal prevented the house from being sold and it was demolished in 1810. The site is now occupied by a 

fine but more modest property, also named Morden Lodge. 



This lady was one of many artists to be inspired by the 

River Wandle. 

Born in Deptford in 1855, Mariquita Jenny Philips was the 

daughter of Marylebone merchant, John Philips and his  

second wife, Jane. ( Mariquita is Spanish for “Ladybird.” )    

The Philips family lived in Epsom and later moved to Sutton, 

where John died in 1868. Mariquita then studied art in    

Germany and Paris, becoming a fairly successful artist 

working in watercolour and oils. Her work was fairly typical 

of the Victorian era and included Romantic landscapes,  

portraits of children and dogs, some of which were exhibited 

at the Royal Academy, London. 

 

In 1884 Mariquita married Herbert Guy Moberly, who came 

from a mercantile family in St Petersburg, Russia. After a 

few years living in Epsom, the couple moved to Ravensbury 

Gardens, Mitcham. Their marriage was childless and  

Mariquita was able to continue with her artistic career.  

You can see an example of her work on the ground floor of 

the library, near the front  windows. Titled “A Scene on the 

Wandle,” it depicts the river at Mitcham and is said to have 

been one of several paintings inspired by the local area. 

 

Herbert Moberly died in 1931 and Mariquita continued to 

live at Mitcham until her own death in 1937, aged 82. 


